Abstract-Concept or feature identification, i.e., the identification of the source code fragments implementing a particular feature, is a crucial task during software understanding and maintenance. This paper proposes an approach to identify concepts in execution traces by finding cohesive and decoupled fragments of the traces. The approach relies on search-based optimization techniques, textual analysis of the system source code using latent semantic indexing, and trace compression techniques. It is evaluated to identify features from execution traces of two open source systems from different domains, JHotDraw and ArgoUML. Results show that the approach is always able to identify trace segments implementing concepts with a high precision and, for highly cohesive concepts, with a high overlap with the manually-built oracle.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software systems often lack an adequate and up-to-date documentation. Therefore, developers must resort to reading the system source code, without specific tool support but code browsers, to understand the systems and perform their maintenance and evolution tasks. In some cases, code understanding is supported by static analysis and-or visualizations built upon static information. In other case, debugging can be used to understand the behavior of a system in a particular context and-or to locate a fault. However, manually browsing of source code, inspecting an execution trace or debugging long sequences of instructions are time consuming and daunting tasks.
Concept or feature location and identification aim at helping developers to perform their maintenance and evolution tasks, by identifying abstractions (i.e., features) and the location of the implementation of these abstractions. Specifically, they aim at identifying code fragments, i.e., set of method calls in traces and the related method declarations in the source code, responsible for the implementation of domain concepts and-or user-observable features [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . The literature reports approaches built upon static [6] and dynamic [7] , [5] analyses; Information Retrieval (IR) [4] and hybrid (static and dynamic) [8] techniques. This paper proposes a novel approach to identify cohesive and decoupled fragments in execution traces, which likely participate in implementing concepts related to some features. A typical problem for which the proposed approach can be beneficial is the following. Suppose a failure has been observed when executing a particular scenario of a software system; unfortunately the likelihood to reproduce the execution conditions for that failure are very low. Maintainers are then faced with the problem of analyzing the execution trace produced by that scenario and identifying high level abstractions that likely participate in the feature producing the unwanted behavior.
To deal with the above described problem, the proposed approach identifies concepts composing an execution scenario by grouping together methods that are (i) sequentially invoked together/in sequence and (ii) cohesive and decoupled from a conceptual point of view. The underlying assumption is that, if a specific feature is being executed within a complex scenario (e.g., "Open a Web page from a browser" or "Save an image in a paint application"), then the set of methods being invoked is likely to be conceptually cohesive, decoupled from those of other features, and sequentially invoked. We use conceptual cohesion and coupling from Marcus et al. [9] and Poshyvanyk et al. [10] .
The approach works as follows. First, we index the source code of each method of a system textually. Then, we instrument and exercise the system to collect execution traces for some scenarios related to different features and, therefore, containing sets of different concepts. We compress the traces to remove utility and cross-cutting concepts and to abstract repetitions of the same sub-sequences of methods. Finally, we apply a search-based optimization technique, i.e., a genetic algorithm, to split the compressed traces into cohesive and decoupled fragments. We ensure performances by parallelizing the algorithm over multiple computers.
Overall, the contributions of this paper are: 1) A novel approach combining IR techniques, dynamic analysis, and search-based optimization techniques to identify concepts into execution traces; 2) An empirical study that shows the applicability and the performances of the proposed approach in identifying concepts into execution traces of two systems, JHotDraw and ArgoUML. Results indicate that the approach is able to identify concepts (with a precision in most cases greater than 80%), while the overlap with a manually-built oracle varies depending on the cohesiveness of the concepts to be identified. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III describes the approach. Section IV presents an empirical study and Section V report its results and some discussions. Section VI concludes the paper and outlines future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Although, many feature and concept identification approaches exist, none of these approaches attempts to identify concepts in a system trace automatically.
In their pioneering work, Wilde and Scully [7] presented the first approach to identify features by analyzing execution traces. They used two sets of test cases to build two execution traces, one where a feature is exercised and another where the feature is not. They compared the execution traces to identify the feature in the system. Similarly, Wong et al. [11] analyzed execution slices of test cases to identify features in source code. Wilde's original idea was later extended in several works [1] , [4] , [12] , [13] to improve its accuracy by introducing new criteria on selecting execution scenarios and by analyzing the execution traces differently.
Chen and Rajlich [14] developed an approach to identify features using Abstract System Dependencies Graphs (ASDG). In C, an ASDG models functions and global variables as well as function calls and data flow in a system source code. Chen and Rajlich identified features using the ASDG following a precise manual process. In contrast to Wilde and Scully's work, Chen and Rajlich used only static data to identify features and a manual process.
Eisenbarth et al. [15] combined previous approaches by using both static and dynamic data to identify features. In a following work, Eisenbarth et al. [13] introduced an approach to feature identification using test cases.
Salah and Mancoridis [16] used both static and dynamic data to identify features in Java systems. They went beyond feature identification by creating feature-interaction views, which highlight dependencies among features. Their work was extended to allow feature identification and evolution analysis in large-scale systems, e.g., Mozilla [17] .
More recent pieces of work focused on a combination of static and dynamic data [8] , [4] , in which, essentially, the problem of features location from multiple execution traces is modeled as an IR problem, which has the advantage to simplify the location process and, often, improves accuracy [4] . Yet, Liu et al. [18] showed that a single trace suffices to build an IR system and locate useful data. Execution traces were also used to mine aspects by Tonella and Ceccato [5] .
We share with previous work the use of dynamic data and IR techniques to identify features. However, instead of querying traces using an IR technique, e.g., similar to Poshyvanyk et al. [4] , we determine cohesive and decoupled fragments likely being relevant to a concept automatically. Our approach is based on two conjectures not yet fully investigated: (1) methods helping to implement a concept are likely to share some linguistic information; (2) methods responsible to implement a feature are likely to be called close each other in an execution trace. Therefore, the conceptual coupling of methods participating in a concept should be high and these methods should appear relatively close together in the execution trace. The first conjecture is grounded on the findings published in [4] and other publications based on IR to locate features and concepts. IR-inspired works assume some form of commonalities between a query and linguistic information of entities. Locality of concept manifestation in traces is more questionable, however we believe unlikely that a user-observable feature or concept, not constituting a crosscutting concern, will be uniformly spread in a trace.
III. THE APPROACH
This section describes the proposed approach to identify concepts by analyzing execution traces. The approach consists in five steps. First, the system is instrumented. Second, the system is exercised to collect execution traces. Third, the collected traces are compressed to reduce the search space that must be explored to identify concepts. Fourth, each method of the system is represented by means of the text that it contains. Fifth, a search-based optimization technique is used to identify, within execution traces, sequences of method invocations that are related to a concept.
A. Steps 1 and 2 -System Instrumentation and Trace Collection
First, the software system is instrumented using the instrumentor of MoDeC. MoDeC is a tool to extract and model sequence diagrams from Java systems [19] . The MoDeC instrumentor is a dedicated Java bytecode modification tool implemented on top of the Apache BCEL bytecode transformation library 1 . It inserts appropriate and dedicated method invocations in the system to trace method/constructor entries/exits, taking care of exceptions and system exits (System.exit(int)). It also allows the user to add to the traces tags containing meta-information e.g., delimiting and labeling sequences of method calls related to some specific features being exercised.
Following the user manual (or use-case documents, if available) of the system to be analyzed, an execution scenario is composed of a sequence of cohesive steps. For example, exercising a Web browser could consist in a sequence of the following steps (i) open the browser; (ii) insert a URL and access a Web page; and (iii) save the Web page into a local HTML file. We exercise the instrumented system to collect execution traces by following execution scenarios. Resulting traces are text files listing method calls and including the class of the object caller, the unique ID of the caller, the class of the receiver, its unique ID, and the complete signature of the method.
B. Step 3 -Pruning and Compressing Traces
Usually, execution traces contain methods invoked in most scenarios, e.g., methods related to logging. Even in a single execution trace of an application with graphical user interface, mouse tracking methods will largely exceed all other method invocations. It is likely that such methods are not related to any particular concept, i.e., they are utility methods. These methods do not provide useful information for developers when locating a concept, because they are common in many concepts. They are similar to lowdiscriminating terms occurring in many documents when applying a IR technique. Such terms are penalized by indexing measures like tf-idf [20] .
Similarly, we built the distributions of the frequencies of method occurrences to remove too-frequent methods. We then prune out the methods having a frequency greater than Q3 + 2 · IQR, where Q3 is the third quartile (75% percentile) of the distribution and IQR is the inter-quartile range. An alternative approach to deal with these methods is aspect mining [5] , [21] , because such methods can constitute crosscutting concerns. We do not use aspect mining because we are interested in pruning these methods to identify concepts, not in crosscutting concerns.
Traces often contain repetitions of one or more method invocations, for example m1(); m1(); m1(); or m1(); m2(); m1(); m2();. A repetition does not introduce a new concept, thus we compress traces using the Run Length Encoding (RLE) algorithm to remove repetitions and keep one occurrence of any repetition only. The two previous examples would become m1() and m1(); m2(), respectively. Compression is performed for any sub-sequences of method invocations having an arbitrary length. Other encoding schema such as suffix trees or LZH algorithm are likely to produce even better results in a future work.
C. Step 4 -Textual Analysis of Method Source Code
To determine the conceptual cohesion of methods, our approach uses the Conceptual Cohesion metric defined by Marcus et al. [9] . We extract a set of terms from each method by tokenizing the method source code and comments, pruning out special characters, programming language keywords, and terms belonging to a stop-word list for the English language. (We assume that comments appearing on top of the method declaration belong to the following method.)
We split compound terms following the Camel Case naming convention at each capitalized letter, e.g., getBook is split into get and book. Then, we stem the obtained simple terms using a Porter stemmer [22] .
Once terms belonging to each method have been extracted, we index these terms using the tf-idf indexing mechanisms [20] . We obtain a term-document matrix, where documents are all methods of all classes belonging to the system under study and where terms are all the terms extracted (and split) from the method source code.
Finally, we apply Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [23] to reduce the term-document matrix into a concept-document matrix. The meaning of "concept" in LSI is different from that of "concept" in concept location. In LSI, a concept is one of the orthonormal dimensions of the LSI space. Following Marcus et al. [9] , we compute the conceptual cohesion of methods in a class in the LSI subspace to deal with synonymy, polysemy, and term dependency. The chosen size of the LSI subspace is 50.
D. Step 5 -Search-based Concept Location
We now segment execution traces into conceptuallycohesive segments related to the feature being exercised (and thus to a specific concept). Determining a (near) optimal splitting of a trace into segments is NP-hard. Therefore, we use a genetic algorithm to perform the splitting and parallelize its computations.
1) Choice of the Optimization Technique:
We experimented different techniques: hill climbing, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms (GAs). We chose to use GAs because they outperformed other techniques due to the characteristics of the search space.
A GA may be defined as an iterative procedure that searches for the best solution to a given problem among a constant-size population [24] . The search starts from an initial population of individuals, represented by finite strings of symbols (the genome), often randomly generated. At each evolution step, individuals are evaluated using a fitness function and selected using a selection mechanism. Highfitness individuals have the highest reproduction probability. The evolution (i.e., the generation of a new population) is affected by two genetic operators: the crossover operator and the mutation operator. The crossover operator takes two individuals (the parents) of one generation and exchanges parts of their genomes, producing one or more new individuals (the offspring) in the new generation. The mutation operator prevents the convergence to local optima: it randomly modifies an individual's genome (e.g., by flipping some of its symbols).
2) Use of the Optimization Technique: Our representation of an individual is a bit-string as long as the execution trace in which we want to identify some feature-related concepts. Each method invocation is represented as a "0", except the last method invocation in a segment, which is represented as a "1". For example, the bit-string
(1) means that the trace, containing 11 method invocations, is split into three segments decomposed into the first four method invocations, the next three, and the last four. An real example of segment splitting 2 is shown in Table I . The mutation operator randomly chooses one bit in the representation and flips it over. Flipping a "0" into a "1" means splitting an existing segment into two segments, while flipping a "1" into a "0" means merging two consecutive segments. The crossover operator is the standard 2-points crossover. Given two individuals, two random positions x, y with x < y are chosen in one individual's bit-string and the bits from x to y are swapped between the two individuals to create a new offspring. The selection operator is the roulettewheel selection. We use a simple GA with no elitism, i.e., it does not guarantee to retain best individuals across subsequent generations. We set the population size to 200 individuals and a number of generations of 2,000 for shorter traces (those of JHotDraw) and 3,000 for longer ones (those of ArgoUML). The crossover probability was set to 70% and the mutation to 5%, which are widely used values in many GA applications.
A fitness function drives the GA to produce individu- 2 The segment splitting shown in Table I has been obtained randomly and does not correspond to an actual "good" solution.
als that represent (near) optimal splittings of a trace into segments likely to relate to some concepts. In our fitness function, we use the software design principles of cohesion and coupling, already adopted in the past to identify modules in software systems [25] , although we use conceptual (i.e., textual) cohesion and coupling measures [9] , [10] , rather than structural cohesion and coupling measures.
Segment cohesion is the average (textual) similarity between any pair of methods in a segment k and is computed using the formulas in Equation 1 where begin(k) is the position (in the individual's bit-string) of the first method invocation of the k th segment and end(k) the position of the last method invocation in that segment. The similarity between two methods is computed using the cosine similarity measure over the LSI matrix extracted in the previous step. Thus, it is the average of the similarity defined by [9] , [10] to all pairs of methods in a given segment.
Segment coupling is the average similarity between a segment and all other segments in the trace, computed using Equation 2, where l is the trace length. As our conjecture is that a concept should be implemented by method calls locally close each other, on the one hand the algorithm favors the merging of consecutive segments containing methods with high average conceptual similarity. On the other hand, the algorithm penalizes solutions where consecutive segments are highly coupled together. The segment coupling represents, for a given segment, the average similarity between methods in that segment and those in different ones.
Finally, for a trace split into n segments, the fitness function is shown in Equation 3 .
3) Parallelization of the Optimization Technique: One of the main advantages of GAs with respect to other optimization techniques is the possibility of parallelizing their computations, e.g., the evaluations of the fitness of different individuals. In our approach, we use parallelization to reduce computation time. (However, a detailed study of the performances is out of scope of this paper and will be treated in a future work).
In our experiments, we distributed computations over a network of five servers and nine workstations. Servers are connected in a Gigabit Ethernet LAN while workstations are connected to a LAN segment at 100 MBit/s and talk to servers at 100 Mbit/s. Servers and workstations run CentOS Distribution over several computers is crucial to ensure acceptable computation time. With the described configuration, a single run takes about one hour. Scalability on very large traces will require different computation architectures (e.g., sharing information between slaves) and possibly dividing a large trace into chunks with approaches inspired by overlapping time windows as in digital signal processing. This possibility will be studied in a future work.
IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY DESCRIPTION
We report an empirical study evaluating the proposed concept location approach. The goal of this study is to analyze the novel concept location approach based on dynamic data, with the purpose of evaluating its capability of identifying meaningful concepts. The quality focus is the accuracy and completeness of the identified concepts. The perspective is that of researchers who want to evaluate how the proposed approach can be used during maintenance and evolution. The context consists of an implementation of our approach and of the execution traces extracted from two open source systems, JHotDraw and ArgoUML.
A. Context
The context of our study are execution traces from ArgoUML and JHotDraw. Figure IV highlights We generate traces by exercising various scenarios in the two systems. Table IV-A summarizes the scenarios and shows that the generated traces include from 6,000 up to almost 65,000 method invocations. The compressed traces include from 240 up to more than 750 method invocations. By exercising these scenarios, we do not want to identify concepts related to the systems' startup, Start, and closing, Stop. Therefore, in the following, when naming the scenarios and their associated features, we no longer include the Start and Stop concepts.
The GA was implemented using the Java GA Lib 5 library.
B. Building the Oracle
We need an oracle to assess the accuracy and completeness of the identified concepts. We build such an oracle by manually tagging the execution traces. Two "Start" and "Stop" tags enclose the method invocations related to a particular concept. While executing the instrumented system, before and after a step in the execution scenario (e.g., Draw rectangle), the user, through a command in the instrumentor interface, inserts the appropriate tags in the execution trace and then continues to exercise the instrumented system with the next steps of the scenario. Consequently, the collected traces are composed of a sequence of method invocations interleaved with tags separating the invocations belonging to different steps.
C. Research Questions
This study aims at answering the three following research questions:
• RQ1: How stable is the GA, through multiple runs, when identifying concepts into execution traces? Approaches based on GAs could suffer from the randomness of the search: the initial individuals are randomly generated and the crossover, mutation, and selection operators are influenced by random choices. However, it is desirable that the representation, operators, fitness, and other settings (e.g., population size and stopping criteria) be chosen so that multiple runs of the GA yields to similar solutions. 
D. Study Settings and Analysis Method
To answer RQ1, we evaluate the extent to which the segments identified in multiple runs of the GA, and occurring in the same position of the trace, overlap each other. RQ2 is answered similarly to RQ1 but, in this question, we compare the overlap between manually-tagged segments in the execution traces with segments identified by our approach. Specifically, given the segments determined by the tags in the trace (our oracle) and given the segments obtained by an execution of the system, we compute the overlap between each manually-tagged segment in the trace and the most similar automatically-identified segment.
Finally, RQ3 is addressed like RQ2, with the only difference that we use precision instead of the Jaccard score, because we are interested in evaluating the accuracy of our approach. Precision is defined as follows:
where s x,i are segments obtained by our approach and s y,o are segments in the corresponding trace in the oracle.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION This section reports the results of our experimental evaluation: the collected data and their analyses to address the previous research questions.
A. RQ1: How Stable is the GA across Multiple Runs?
We assess the stability of the GA by computing the average similarity of the segments identified in ten different runs of the approach. Table IV shows the similarity results. Overall, the similarity averages for JHotDraw range between 55% and 95%, with median values ranging between 70% and 84% . They are slightly higher for ArgoUML, between 80% and 83%. Thus, we conclude that, despite the potentially large size of the search space, our approach is able to generate stable segments across multiple runs. In addition, increasing the number of generations and the population size would potentially further increase the approach stability.
B. RQ2: To What Extent the Identified Concepts Match the Ones in the Oracle?
To address RQ2, we evaluate the extent to which the segments actually reflect features as they were manually tagged when executing the instrumented system to generate the execution traces.
For some features, e.g., drawing a rectangle or a circle, the average (and median) Jaccard overlap is very high, suggesting that the features are implemented through sequences of very cohesive methods. Yet, other features exhibit lower overlaps. These lower overlaps do not mean that our approach was unable to successfully identify the features. Indeed, in some cases, for example the scenarios Add text in JHotDraw and Create note in ArgoUML, the features are realized by adapting a textual-editing feature as a shapedrawing feature, using the Adapter design pattern. The feature adaptation produces sequences of methods with a low cohesion, which our algorithm tend to split. As a consequence, the resulting overlaps are appropriately low.
In other cases, in particular with traces from ArgoUML, a large trace segment corresponding to a feature is split into two or more segments by our approach. Thus, the overlap between the (larger) manually-tagged segment and the corresponding automatically-identified segment is low. A manual study of such cases revealed that the manuallytagged segment is indeed composed of several smaller and cohesive sub-concepts that our algorithm tend to split, as illustrated and discussed in the following subsection.
C. RQ3: How Accurate is the Identification of Concepts in Execution Traces?
The right side of Table V reports the precision of the identified segments with respect to the manually-tagged ones. Precision is often very high, with median values in most cases above 85% and very often equal to 100%.
Lower precision values sometimes occur with explainable reasons. For example, in the scenario (2) of JHotDraw, composed of Add text and Draw rectangle, the two features are implemented using a very similar sequence of method invocations, making them hard to distinguish. Because these features are executed one after the other, our search-based 
D. Discussion
We analyze in detail some results to understand how the approach split the traces into segments. We focus on cases where the Jaccard score is low. In other cases, we know that the segments are meaningful because they are consistent with the oracle. Table VI shows excerpts of three segments. (Due to lack of space, we cannot report complete segments.)
The Add class feature of ArgoUML was matched with a very low Jaccard score. The manual tags in the trace delimited a sequence of 199 method invocations. The approach split this sequence into 5 segments comprising in a total of 172 method invocations, out of which 16 invocations occurred before the tag and, thus, do not belong to the oracle. The remaining 199 − 172 + 16 = 43 invocations were grouped in small segments mainly related to GUIevent handling. In details, the five segments are related to (1) creation of the objects responsible for handling the class diagram through an instance of the Factory design pattern; (2) adding the class to the project; (3) adding the class to the current name-space; (4) setting properties of the class through a Façade design pattern; and, (5) handling the persistence of the diagram in the XMI file representing the UML diagram.
For the Create note feature of ArgoUML, the tagged segment is composed of 88 method invocations while the best matching segment identified by our approach is composed of 50 methods. The identified segment deals with the creation of a note, i.e., creation of the object through a Factory, addition to the project, setting of its property. When compared to the Add class feature, only one segment was identified instead of five because the segment for creating a note is shorter than that of adding a class (50 invocations vs. 172) and because this smaller number of method invocations has a higher cohesion than that of the Add class feature. In addition, 32 of the remaining 88 − 50 = 38 methods belong to the end of the trace and were not put in the same segment, while the sequence of these a methods continued after the tag with 24 other invocations. The continuation of the sequence after the tags means that the oracle is not precise enough. We explain this lack of precision by the extensive use of multi-threading in ArgoUML.
All methods related to setting properties through the Façade design pattern were not put in a same segment by our approach because these methods were invoked in a loop, in which each iteration of the loop contained a slightly different sequence of invocations. Consequently, (1) the RLE compression algorithm was not able to group together the various loop iterations and (2) the various iterations were not cohesive and thus the trace was split in several segments. We will explore in future work more complex compression techniques to deal with such cases.
The Cut rectangle feature of JHotDraw has been tagged as a sequence of 172 method invocations. However, in the best case shown in Table V , only 39 of these methods were grouped together by our approach, i.e., the methods belonging to the last part of the tagged segment. We inspected this sequence and discovered that it is related to (1) add the rectangle content to the clipboard, (2) modify Table VI  EXCERPT OF SEGMENTS IDENTIFIED BY THE APPROACH. the properties of the drawn rectangle so that it appears as "cut" in the painter, and (3) update the menu commands (e.g., the command "Paste" is now enabled). The preceding sequence of 172 − 39 = 133 methods was split in many small segments in which GUI events and actions performed by clicking the mouse button are interleaved, resulting in a sequence of loosely cohesive invocations.
The Spawn window feature of JHotDraw includes, in the manually-tagged segment, 197 method invocations; the segment with the highest overlap only included, however, 72 of these invocations. This sequence of 72 method invocations is actually related to re-sizing and re-adjusting figures in the panel while spawning the window. The remaining invocations (at the end of the trace) keep out by our approach are mainly related to restoring and setting-up the status of the menu commands.
Finally, as previously explained for the Add text feature of JHotDraw, the low Jaccard score and low precision are due to the high similarity between the sequences of methods of the Add text and Draw rectangle features, which leads our approach to put together both features in a segment of 168 method invocations.
On the one hand, the previous discussion highlights the capability of our approach to split execution traces into conceptually cohesive segments, despite the low Jaccard overlap with respect to manually-tagged segments. On the other hand, it shows some difficulties in identifying concepts in execution traces, due to:
• design patterns and, in general, object-orientation mechanisms (e.g., polymorphism, dynamic binding), which make traces for different features almost identical (e.g., Add text and Draw rectangle in JHotDraw); • imprecision when generating and tagging traces due to multi-threading;
• the compression algorithm that is unable to group loop iterations consisting of slightly different sequences of method invocations. In particular, despite the good results obtained by our approach when analyzing traces from JHotDraw (both with the Jaccard score and in precision), the extensive use of inheritance and design patterns in JHotDraw explain the lower results when compared to those obtained with ArgoUML. Inheritance and design patterns lead to the generation of many method invocations not directly related to a feature, but supporting and-or enabling the implementation of this feature. Consequently, these method invocations can appear in many different segments related to different features and thus can be a confounding factor for our approach.
Another difficulty of trace-based concept location approaches is to deal with method invocations related to GUI and system events. For example, hundreds of method invocations in both ArgoUML and JHotDraw execution traces correspond to GUI events, such as mousePressed(...). These methods are not feature-specific and can appear almost anywhere in a trace and could lead to different segmentation across different runs. We deal with these methods by compressing the traces, removing sub-sequences of such methods, and using conceptual cohesion and coupling measures [9] , [10] , which lead to the creation of small segments containing only such method invocations.
E. Threats to validity
We now discuss the threats to validity that can have affected our empirical study.
Construct validity threats concern the relation between theory and observation. In this study, they are mainly due to measurement errors. The traces are automatically produced by executing the instrumented systems against some scenarios. Thus, the information contained in the traces is reliable. However, multi-threading could change the ordering of method calls in different traces exercising the same subscenarios. The performances of the proposed approach are evaluated by using the Jaccard overlap, already used in the past to evaluate concept location approaches [17] and by using the standard IR precision measure, because we are also interested to split the trace into segments that only contain methods related to the feature of interest.
We only performed a preliminary assessment of the meaning of the identified concepts, by manually analyzing sequences of method invocations belonging to different segments. In future work, we plan to use automated techniques to label segments and thus better help the maintainer by assigning meanings to segments automatically.
Threats to internal validity concern confounding factors that could affect our results. The manually-tagged traces that we use as oracle pose such a threat. Indeed, it is possible that tags would appear in slightly different positions in the traces obtained by exercising the same scenarios in different runs. The slight different positions result from multi-threading, as well as from method invocations related to mouse and other GUI events. In particular, extra method calls related to GUI events or other uncontrollable system events could be interleaved in the traces.
Methods declared in class libraries could also introduce "noise" in our approach. For example, calls to methods from the Java class libraries frequently occur in the traces obtained in our experiments. They do not occur frequently enough to be discarded as "utility" method calls yet are not related to interesting concepts. Therefore, in future work, we will consider adding these methods in our list of stop-words.
A last threat to internal validity relates to the intrinsic randomness of GAs. However, in RQ1, we showed that, overall, results are quite stable across different GA runs.
Reliability validity threats concern the possibility of replicating this study. We attempted to provide all the necessary details to replicate our study.
Threats to external validity concern the possibility to generalize our results. We studied two systems having different size and belonging to different domains. However, we are aware that this is a first study aimed at validating the proposed approach and that we only split traces on a small sample of scenarios for the two software systems. Other traces could possibly lead to different results. Also, further validation on a larger set of different systems is desirable. Yet, within its limits, our results confirm the stability and precision of our approach for concept location.
A final remark concerns the complexity of our approach and computation times. Although this is a proof of concept, we are aware that excessive computation times or complexity may prevent further studies and practical application. On average, identifying concepts in a compressed trace of about 400 methods on a single high end PC (i.e., with at least 4GB RAM) took about one day; when GA was mapped on multiple serves as described, the time went down to 20 minutes. Clearly, to make the approach appealing, we need to improve scalability both in time and space as well as in the possibility to handle longer traces.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented an approach to locate automatically concepts in execution traces by splitting traces into cohesive segments representing concepts related to a software system features. The approach relies on definitions of conceptual cohesion and coupling from the literature [9] , [10] and on a search-based optimization technique, based on a genetic algorithm, to find (near) optimal splittings of traces into segments.
The approach has been applied and evaluated on two open source systems, ArgoUML and JHotDraw. Results showed that the approach is stable, and, overall, locates concepts with a high precision. Precision tend to drop for features realized using very similar sequences of methods, as sometimes happens in JHotDraw, where different kinds of shapes are drawn essentially in a same way. The overlaps between a manually-built oracle and the automatically-located segments vary depending on the cohesion of the features being analyzed, as the approach tends to split traces related to large features into smaller segments related to cohesive sub-concepts.
Future work will follow different directions. First, we are improving the proposed approach to increase its performance by better tuning the search-based optimization and the text indexing techniques. Also, we want to assign automatically meaningful labels to trace segments identified by the approach to help maintainers understand their meanings. Finally, we will carry other empirical studies to evaluate the approach on traces obtained from different systems.
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